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Abstract

We show that for any self-consistent sequentially maximal system {/*„} of infinite (perhaps
non-cr-finite) Radon measures, the projective limit of f/xo} exists.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): primary 28A35.

1. Introduction

Yamasaki (1975) has studied the extension problem of a self-consistent
system of infinite measures to a cr-additive measure, under the assumption
that every system of probability measures has a unique cr-additive extension.
In this paper we consider a system of infinite Radon measures on arbitrary
topological spaces. In Theorem 1, we prove that for every denumerable
projective system {(*„}, there uniquely exists a Radon measure fi satisfying
pn{l±)= fj.n. In Theorem 2, for a general projective system, we show that
Kolmogorov consistency theorem is valid.

Throughout this paper we assume every topological space is a Hausdorff
space. Let T be a topological space. By the Bore I field B(T), we mean the
minimal <r-algebra generated by all open subsets of X. A Radon measure ft is
a non-negative, extended real-valued Borel measure on B(T) such that

1) for x in T, there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that
yu,(L0<°° (locally finite);

2) for every Borel set E in B(T),

/x(E) = sup{/^(iC); K CE and K is compact}.

Let (A, S ) be a directed set. A system {(Ta,paP); a, /3 G A, a § /3} of
topological spaces {Ta; a E. A} is said to be a projective system if for
ffSj3S),p,p and pPy are continuous (paa = id) and pafi °pPy = pay holds. We
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denote by T = lim^o Ta the projective limit {(xa)G naeAT'a;pap(xp) = xa, a §
/3}. By pa we mean the projection of T to Ta. A family {na} of measures on the
projective system {(Ta,pa,pafi)} is called self-consistent if jua is a non-
negative, extended real-valued Borel measure on Ta and PcftifJ-p) — /"-<« holds
for a g p.

2. Kolmogorov consistency theorem

THEOREM 1. Let T = lim^n Tn be the projective limit of a projective system
{(Tn, pn, pnm); n ts m} and {/j.n} be a self-consistent system of Radon measures
on {Tn}. Then there exists a unique Radon measure /J. on Tsuch thatpn(/x) = nn

on Tn.

PROOF. Let {t/A; A e A} be the family of all open subsets of T, such that
/Ai(t/A)<°°. Naturally we may assume A is directed. For any A the system
{{p\l{Uk),qnm)\n g m } is a projective system, where qnm = pnm |p7m(t/A). If
we put v"= \in \p~in(Ux), then we have qnm(v?)= v" for n S= m, where
fin\p\n(Ux) is the restriction of fin to p^(Ui). By Theorem 4.2 in Bourbaki
(1969), there exists a Radon measure vk on Vk = \\m^np^{Ux) for every A in
A. From the construction of VA, it is clear Vk=p^(Uk). We put

VA)
A

for every Bore l set E in B ( T ) . F o r every Bore l set En in B(Tn) , we h a v e

(p-l(En)n VA)

vn
k(En n prJ(t/A))

sup/*„(£„ npr^(t /*))
A

sup (/n,|£,)(£. nprB
!(i/A))

since jttn!£n is a Radon measure on £„. Therefore we have pn(fi)= /xn for
every n, which shows fi is locally finite. Since every vk is a Radon measure, fi
is a Radon measure on T.
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Assume v is another Radon measure on T such that pn(v) = ixn. For
every compact subset K of T, it holds K = n^_ ip^ ' p n (K) (see Proposition
4.2 in Bourbaki (1969)). Thus we have

v(K)= lim v(pn'pn(K))

= lim nn(pn(K))

which shows v is identical to //.. This proves the theorem.

COROLLARY. If fin is a-finite for some n, then the Radon measure ft is also
a-finite, moreover JX is outer regular.

PROOF. Clearly ft is <r-finite and satisfies the conditions of Theorem A in
Amemiya, Okada and Okazaki (to appear).

Next we deal with the general projective system {(Ta, pa, pafi); a ^ /?}. If
each ixa is a probability measure, then {fj.a} has a unique cr-additive extension
by Theorem 5.1.1 in Bochner (1955). We put

{(aB):_i; a , < « 2 < • • - ,« . G A}.

For every M = («„)"_! in D(A), we denote by pM the natural projection of T
to TM = lim^nTan. We say the projective system {(Ta, pa, pafi); a S j 3 } is
sequentially maximal if pM is a surjection for every M in D(A) .

THEOREM 2. Lef T = l i m ^ Ta be the projective limit of a sequentially
maximal projective system {(Ta, pa, pa^); a ^ (3} such that pa is surjective. Let
{fta} be a self-consistent system of Radon measures on {Ta}. Then there exists a
unique cr-additive measure on the a-algebra I*! = UMeD( /i )PM(B(rM)) satisfy-
ing that PM(H) is a Radon -measure on TM and pa{fx,)= fia on Ta for every
a in A.

PROOF. Let F be the algebra Ua£Ap~l(B(TQ)). We define a finitely
additive set function p on F by

pip-a
>(Ea))=fia(Ea)

for every Ea in B(Ta). Since pa is surjective, p is well defined.
For every M = (an)Z-i in D(A), {(i*n} is self-consistent on

{(To,, qnM, panam)}, where qnM is the natural projection of TM to T«n. By
Theorem 1 there exists a unique Radon measure /xM on TM such that
qnM (MM ) = n«n- We introduce an order relation in D(A) as follows: for
M = (an):.1,N = (/3,.):-1 in D(A),
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M § JV if and only if an S /3n for every n.

For (jtpn) in TN we set pMN((xPn)) = (p,,^n(x^)). It follows that pM = pMNpN, and
PMN0*N) = fiM since it holds qnMpMN(fiN) = pa^nqnN(/*N) = £«„?„ (^^) = AW
Thus we can define p. as follows:

fl (pM(EM)) = flM(EM)

for every EM in B(TM). Obviously /A is o--additive on B, and pM(n) is equal to
the Radon measure /xM on B(TM) for every M in D(A). For each a in A,
there exists an M in D(A) such that a, = a, which showspa(fi) = ^IMPM(M) =

^IM(^M) = /̂ a, = Ha- Since B, is a cr-algebra containing F, /x is a cr-extension
of p.

Suppose v is another o--additive extension of p on Bi such that pM(v) is a
Radon measure on TM for every M = (an)"=i in D(A). Then it follows that for
every n, qnM(pM(v)) = pan{v) = pan(p) = P«An) = 9»M(PM(M)) on TQn. Thus by
Theorem 1, we havep^v) = pM((J-)- From the definition of Bi, v is equal to fi.
This proves the theorem.

REMARK. In Theorem 2, fi is not necessarily extended to a r-smooth
Borel measure even if every /xa is a probability measure (see Theorem 4.6 in
Moran (1968)).
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